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EcoCloud ABSORPTION

EcoCloud are acoustic ceiling islands made of the in-
novative material PET. They consist of a special three-
-layer structure with an air cavity, which gives them a 
very high sound absorption coeff icient, effective f rom 
120 Hz. The high eff iciency at low f requencies ensu-
res absorption of the entire sound range of human 
speech, which contributes to improved speech intel-
ligibility and a signif icant reduction in reverberation. 

EcoCloud is a perfect solution wherever traditional suspen-
ded ceilings cannot be used or when the original height of 
the room needs to be maintained. Another advantage of 
using suspended islands is the possibility of placing them 
at different heights or angles, which signif icantly improves 
the acoustic conditions.Ceiling islands are also irreplace-
able when there is a large number of technical installations 
on the ceiling or when you want to leave the ceiling expo-

sed for esthetic reasons. The construction ensures smooth 
air-circulation which is signif icant when designing the ven-
tilation. 

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

EcoCloud ABSORPTION

EcoCloud acoustic islands are made f rom compressed poly-
ester f ibers recovered f rom the recycling process of PET 
bottles. Unlike mineral wool, they are dust and dirt repel-
lent, environmentally f riendly and safe for human health. 
It is also resistant to mechanical damage and deformation. 
The product is odorless, mold resistant and does not emit 
toxic substances. It has a f ire class of B, s1, d0.

MATERIALS ABSORPTION GRAPH

PRODUCT PROPERTIES

no discoloration

yes

A

UV RAY REACTION

ANTISTATIC

ABSORPTION CLASS

THREE-LAYER BUILD yes

FIRE CLASSIFICATION

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

ECOLOGICAL PRODUCT

yes

yes

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT ≥ 0,9

B, s1, d0

sound absorption coefficient PET 45 mm tested in a reverberation chambersound absorption coefficient PET 45 mm tested in a reverberation chamber
according to EN ISO 354: 2003according to EN ISO 354: 2003
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EcoCloud ABSORPTION

EXAMPLE COMPOSITIONS

BASIC SHAPES

A

A

Cable suspension with height adjustment

Air gap to increase sound absorption

Outline of wall 5 x 2,8 m
Islands at a width of 1000 mm and 1500 mm.

Outline of Wall 5 x 2,8 m
Islands at a width of 1000 mm.

3 x EcoBoard 15mm
H: 45 mm

EcoCloud ABSORPTION

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
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EcoCloud ABSORPTION

PRODUCT TABLE

Square 1000 x 1000

1000 x 1000

1000 x 1500

1000 x 1500

883 x 786

1000 x 1130

?

Circle

Rectangle

Elipse

Hexagon

Triangle

Custom
* A x B sizes in mm 

finishing:

How to place an order?

COLOUR: 

SELECT:  Pattern,size,colour,amount

e.g.: Square, 1000 x 1000, White, x30 amount

White Grey Black We enjoy challenges, select the 
shape and sizes you need
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Hexagon Triangle


